CAREER ENRICHMENT

POLAND
Warsaw & Kraków
October 12-20, 2019
$5,499 (based on double occupancy)
$1,299 (Single supplement)

Law & Legal Systems Journey
Explore the lovely cities of Warsaw & Kraków, Poland on this professional
journey. Experience the heart of central Europe as you explore the culture,
history and people of the region. Following WWII, Soviet domination
lasted throughout the region including Poland until 1989, when they
gained independence and later their places in the European Union.
Program Highlights
• 7 nights / 9-day journey through Poland
• Interact with legal professionals from a variety of facilities and
firms in Warsaw and Kraków.
• Accompanying guest program – alternate activities will be
provided for those who do not wish to attend the meetings.
• Optional post-program extension to Prague, Czech Republic.
Focus on law and legal systems
• You will have an opportunity to view firsthand the legal systems of
Poland and to trace its origins and status with emphasis on critical
relations to the United States, NATO, and the European Union.
• Learn about the legal systems, methods of legal education, culture
and history of Poland, primarily through lectures and interactions
with lawyers and other professionals, judges, and academics.
Speakers may include representatives from Jagiellonian University
(or similar) and scholars such as Senior Judge Konrad Osaja in
Warsaw.
Focus on the community & culture
• Get to know the culture and local cuisine during a cooking lesson as
you make traditional Polish dishes such as pierogi, kluski, schabowy,
golabki, placki and gulasz.
• Learn about Poland during Nazi occupation as you explore wartime
landmarks, such as the former Jewish Ghetto and the Monument of
the Warsaw Uprising of 1944, on a comprehensive guided tour of the
Polish capital.
Program Leader: Lt. Colonel (U.S. Army, ret.) Jeffrey F. Addicott
Lt. Colonel Addicott is a Professor of Law and the Director of the Center for
Terrorism Law. An active duty Army officer in the Judge Advocate General’s
Corps for twenty years, Addicott spent a quarter of his career as the senior legal
advisor to the United States Army’s Special Forces. As an internationally
recognized authority on national security law, he not only lectures and participates
in professional and academic organizations both in the United States and abroad
(more than 700 speeches), but he has also testified before Congress on a variety of
legal issues. He has been a regular contributor to national and international news
media outlets including FOX News, MSNBC, CNN, BBC, New York Times,
Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today.

Why Nanda Journeys?
Travel for people with purpose and
passion. See for yourself what a difference
travel makes.

Ready to go?
Tel: 888.747.7501
Email: info@nandajourneys.com
Website: www.nandajourneys.com
CST 2121590-40

